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strange; and I soon found one: two large brown patches
on either side of this track, which I had mistaken in
the distance and in the bad light for the Bitumen Pools.
Then I turned and flew all the way back to Ramadi,
which lay in front of a bank of gloom. I found where
I had gone wrong, about 2 miles from RamadL There
were two tracks branching. Amazing that I had never
noticed this! It was 9.0 a.m. local time. An hour's
petrol wasted through a stupid mistake. If only I had
had my well-tested compass, which had broken its
springs, I should have trusted it and turned back
earlier.
Then I set out on the right track and soon came into
bright sunlight. I found I had a following wind, and
was making 90 m.p.hu ground speed. I passed L.G. V
in an hour and eighteen minutes. I heard that the
two Vimys had passed L.G. IX an hour and a half ahead
of me. I passed L. G. IX at 11.12 local time, and turned
round the corner into the "Kingdom of What Wasn't,"
and along "Fickle Furlong." The wind at this time
had turned against me and I was now making under
60 m.p.h. ground speed. Between L.G. N and L.G, M
I had a W/T message to say that the weather at Ziza
and Amman was negative, that the detachment was
unable to reach Ziza and a convoy would be at L*G* D
with petroL I should have to land at L.G. D in any
case as I had wasted petrol by getting lost. About
this time I saw low down a little speck going ahead,
which turned out to be one Vixny. What had hap-
pened to the other? As we went on I gradually
overhauled it. The weather was getting very dirty
again, and the northern sky was swept with storms,
with great ladders of inky rain, driving across the

